Our results are extensions of those of Liapounoff. We shall show (1) that whenever A is closed, R is closed, and (2) that whenever Ui, • • • , un are nonatomic, R is convex. As will be noted below, result (2) follows directly from the corresponding result of Liapounoff; nevertheless we give an independent proof, as our methods differ in detail, though not in essential idea, from those of Halmos, and the principal tool, Theorem 2, is a curious result of some interest.
We shall sketch here the application of the results to statistical decisions and the theory of games, in the special case where u%, • • •, un are probability measures. Nature (Player I) chooses an integer t = l, •••,«, a point x is then chosen from X according to the distribution Ui, and the statistician (Player II) observes x. He then choose a point a = (au • • -, an) EA and loses the amount at. A strategy for the statistician is a function f = a(x), specifying for each xEX the point a to be chosen when x is observed, and the vector v[f] is his expected loss vector; its ith coordinate is the statistician's expected loss when Nature chooses i and he uses strategy /. Thus R is the set of loss vectors the statistician can achieve. Now by a mixed strategy, that is, using N strategies fu • • • , fN with specified probabilities Xi, • • • ,\n, X.^0, Xa» = 1> the statistician can achieve as an expected loss vector precisely the points in the convex set determined by R. Thus whenever R is convex, any vector which can be obtained with a mixed strategy can already be obtained with a pure strategy; mixed strategies are unnecessary. Closure of R alone seems to have no particular game theory significance, but if R is convex and closed, it follows from a theorem of Wald3 that the statistician has a good pure strategy. 3. Atomic case.
Theorem 1. If u is atomic and A is closed, then R is closed.
Proof. If X = Si+S2+ ■ • • is the decomposition of X into atoms, every ©-measurable function is constant almost everywhere over each Si; we specify the function by the sequence \Vi}, where Vi is its value almost everywhere on Si. The admissible functions / are sequences {ví} of points of A. Then every sequence {/,-} of admissible /'s has a subsequence converging almost everywhere to a function /* iA is bounded). Since A is closed, the values of/* are in A so that/* is admissible. If vif,)-»£, then !>(/*)=£, so that R is closed.
Nonatomic case : convexity of R.
Lemma. // u is any nonatomic, non-negative measure on a Bor el field 33 of subsets of a space X, andf(x) is any u-integrable function, there is a set S with u(S) = (l/2)u(X), fsf(x)du = (l/2)ffdu.
Proof. We merely outline the construction of such a set S; the details are straight forward. Let a* be the maximum of all real numbers a for which u\f^a) 2: (\/2)u(X). For every a^a* there are sets 5 with u(S) = (t/2)u(X) of the form U+V+W, where U = {a<f(x) <b}, y is a subset of {f(x)=a}, IF is a subset of {f=b}. Let <j>(S)=fsf(x)du.
If ai<a2^a*, for any Si, S2 corresponding to ßi, a2, <b(Si) ^<b(S2). The minimum value of (¡>(S) occurs with a = -oo, V equal to a null set; the maximum value of <b(S) occurs at a=a*, b = + so, Wequal to a null set; and (l/2)ff(x)du=a lies between these two values. For an a with u[f = a} =0, there is only one value of (p(S), while if u{f = a] >0, <p(S) increases continuously as u(V) decreases from u{f=a\ to 0, except at a = a*, where u(V) may have a positive minimum. If ipi(a), \p2(a) are the minimum and maximum values of <p(S) for a given a, \pi, \{/2 are continuous from the left and right respectively.
If ßo is the maximum a with ifsi(a) ^a, we have, for a>a0, ip2(a) ^\pi(a) >a, so that, yp2(a) being continuous from the right, ^2(ßo)^«. Since for 5 corresponding to a0 we can make <j>(S) assume any value between \f/i(ao), ^2(ßo), there is an S corresponding to tto with <b(S) =a. Then7 Li(/£) =J<pN(x)du. Now <Mx) Ú<Pin(x), so that Lj(/^) = Li(/V), Li(fN)^>\i. Let <p(x)=lim 4>n(x), N-»°o. Then <biN^<t> for all x and f<pitfdu->f<pdu. Consequently <£uv-x£ in w-measure, and there is a subsequence of <piN-^<p almost everywhere. Suppose we have found a subsequence of j for which <pn converges almost everywhere to a function (pi(x) for l^i<m.
To simplify notation, suppose the original sequence (pa has this property. If <¡>mj does not converge in w-measure, there is an e>0 and a sequence of integers Si, h, 52, t2, ■ • • , Sj, t¡ becoming infinite with j, for which the set Tj= {<pmaj-4>mt¡>t} has u(Tj) >e. Define g,=/miy on T¡, g¿=/m8). on C(T}). Then Li(gj)-+hi for i<m, and Lm(gj)úLm(J,¡)-e2, so that lim sup Lm(g,) SX",-«2. Since Vj=v(gj)ER, there is a subsequence of i>y approaching voER-We have Li(vo) =X< for i<m, Lm(vo) áXm -e2, contradicting the definition of Xm. Hence <£mj converges in «-measure to a limiting function <pm (x) and there is a subsequence converging almost everywhere to <pm(x). This completes the induction.
We may now suppose, replacing f¡ by an appropriate subsequence, that <pij(x)-xpi(x) almost everywhere asj--><» for i -i, ■ ■ -, k; that is, Li Proof. This follows from Theorems 1 and 5, by splitting u into atomic and nonatomic parts with ranges Ri, R2 and noting that R is the vector sum of the closed sets Rx, R2. 
